
The ergonomic mouse that gets you twisting!

R-Go Twister ambidextrous mouse
For left & right handed use and foldable thanks to its patented twist & fold system.

Ambidextrous design

Twist! With 1 simple movement, you change it 
from right- to left-handed mouse. By doing so, 

you relieve your ‘‘mouse’’ arm.

Foldable: easy for travelling

Thanks to the patented twist & fold system, 
the Twister is easy to take anywhere.

With integrated break indicator

The Twister has a break indicator LED that changes 
colour when it is time to take a break. With the latest 
Break software, you can stay fit during your workday.

100% Recycled material

The material used for this mouse is 
100% recycled plastics & aluminum.

Lightweight

Minimum weight for 
minimum muscle tension.

Rechargeable battery

You can recharge your Twister mouse 
with the rechargeable battery to get up 

to 2 months of battery time.
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Adjustable DPI

Thumb support

To prevent your thumb from sliding 
down, the mouse is equipped with 

a thumb support.

Check 

out this 

video!

Personalize your mouse! *

The Twister can be personalized 
with your logo or favourite colour. 
Perfect for advertising or as a 
personal gift. 
*From 100 pieces. 

Patented twist & fold system

Twist easily from left handed use to right 
handed use with the patented twist & 
fold system.

Bluetooth 5.0 connection & wired in 1

Patented break indicator

Download the R-Go Break software 
via www.r-go-break.com

Different sizes

Soft pads included to adjust size 
to Small, Medium or Large.
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R-Go Twister mouse

R-Go Twister
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For left or righthanded use Both

Wired or Bluetooth 
connection

Both

Foldable Yes

Size S, M and L (pads included to adjust size)

Ambidextrous 
mouse
Twist & fold mechanism

This unique mouse has a special feature: it is 
ambidextrous. As the Twister has a twist it contains a 
so called twist & fold mechanism. One moment you 
use the mouse with your right hand ... and then, with 
just one move, you switch to the left. By alternating 
this way, you relieve your  ‘mouse arm’ and can 
continue working in a healthy and comfortable way. 
You can also share the Twister with your colleagues 
or roommates. 

Ergonomic design

The vertical design of the Twister minimises muscle 
strain and allows movement from your arm instead of 
just your wrist, whether you are right- or left-handed. 
The round shape and support for thumb and little 
finger allows your fingers to rest relaxed.

Let’s 

twist!

We care for people in need

By buying the R-Go Twister mouse you help 
people in need. You receive the mouse with a 
trendy pouch from i-did. The pouch consists of 
felt made from 100% recycled materials and its 
manufactured in a social workplace. Folded up, 
you can ncarry the Twister in it perfectly and 
safely. This is one of the projects which makes 
us a Bcorp!

Check out this video 

about i-did!


